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Opinions and Alternative Viewpoints
[“The possible remedies you suggested...are completely inconsistent
in terms of your accessment [sic] of the Bard situation...”]
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[“…I’m still inclined to think some sort of critical (& realistic)
self-appraisal is possible for any of us…”]
John Large
[“It certainly has been a long, strange year…”]
Jane Hurd (Betty “Mango” Dredd)
[“Well kids, this is the last issue of the Observer for the spring of 1978.”]
Ed Colon
Jerusalem Journal
3 Iyar 5738
May 10, 1978—the start of Independence Day
Rick Landau
[“A year ago, I…signed a petition that called for the hiring of minority teachers.”]
Lance Tait
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[“Congratulations and best wishes to all you dear friends graduating this year!”]
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conducted the Hudson Philharmonic
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and tJOiitic_af _support1 the bills current/y
up be(ore congress ~1iil iJc enacted, effecting a large-scole genocide v.i1ich isas grOS5
and hv.riliating es the treatment ofJev-..s ·
during Nazi reign. We urge you to read
this inforrmtion and give your support to
the /ndians, whether you tmrch with thetr.
in Washington, D. C this j u!y or donate
rmney and supp/ies of ~mre!y vvrite your

have problerus of their own" and "some
Palestinians were absorbed" but "ther
were too many unskilled Palestinians/
His last point roaintained that since the
West Bank is constituted by an Ar~b m'ajority, if we belleve in the right to selfdetermination then "they have the right
to choose their own future."
Mr. Botstein then turned the forum
over to questions -from the fl.oor. The
crowd, the majority of whom came fr~m
Jewish _Synago~es in outlying area·s, adressed most of the1•r ques t'tons
· ·an·d comments to Mr Ras b
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sending truckloads of eloeks and radios to
the re~ervations, is an obvious action of
~~yc,~o_l?gica.l if no~ phvsical gcnocide~ The
Indians' ar_e probably the.l~ t . peoples on
the earth who live in an,d with the !and,
and whose reverenee of natural resources
prevent thern from succumbing to the
.
western ideals whoch promotc "progress"
by defacing the !and. They are cl early the
martyrs in our particularl y undvii civiliza~
congressm:m.
tion. The pro-nuclear conccrns of our mod
Native American menl women, and
crn culture are disastrous _enough without
children' are currently undergoing a heavy mowing down the seleet few innoeerrts
policieal and spiritual crisis, due to reccnt who protest in the name of humanity ag. l~gislative P.roposals which threaten to \
ainst what is essentially being utilized for
completely extinguish Indian rights by
poten tially destructive reasons . tlecause
cancelling all formcr trcaties settled by
the Indiaits are religiously agaiJ!.st preogress
the B.I.A. and the U. S. Supreme Court.
they are now being persccuted by a systerr.
B~cause the Indian way of life is pacifis·
that is , perhaps, irrcligiqusly in favor of i:t.
tic, (most tribes ascribe to the Hopi relig- The Native Americans' way of life, operion, and belive that they are undergoing
ative for agcs bcfore and since we 'forpersecution becau~e they need to .be ~u. m- eigners' came barreling thro:rgh t heir .wilbled) , their reactton to the abommauons derness in the name of Mamfest Destmy,
1 has rem ain~
levied by the government has normally
d valuable t~ them eve n under ·
been- to aquiesce. However, the Indians'
the pressure of sprawllng economical uplives are at s take, and ' in protest of the . heaval and the rel:.~tive. p~verty they subgenocidal measures which .are being launsist in. Only n ow that it is imperative for
ched at them, they have bcgun "The Long- survival have the [ndians realized that they
est Walk" from Alcatraz Island in Califor- must fight for justice, and becomc, in
nia to Washington D.C., and expcct to. .
some non-violent way, politically active.
arrive in the nation 's capitol by some tlme Ho~ever, the Indians have virtually scant
in early July. This is an extremely: consupport. The "Longest Walk" is being
troversial issue, especially since th~ c_ovconducted without the funding and supeted land on which the reservations stand plies that could hclp make their campaign
is bdng sought for develÕpment of nuclear tangibly successful.
(
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power plants and strip-~ning operatio_ns. ,
·
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Frad. Crane
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As a frcshman this student once heard
Frcd Crane say, i.n the second semester of
an Intellectual History dass, that maybe
the drug-taking of the sixties was not such
a bad thing aftcr aU, and that the attempt
of that so well-celebrated generati on to
raise its conciousness was "at least admirable". Ever since then' l've been Ustening
to this elderly gentleman who makes his
way across the campus in his earth shoes.
This June .marks the occasion of the
retireme nt of Dr. Fred A. Crane after 29
years of teaching Bard college students·. ·
Dr. Crane received his Bachelor of arts degree in English Literature from Wooster
College in 1932. Six months after graduating he landed a job as sports e~itor of
a Morristown, N.J. newspaper (h1s hometown although he was born in Elizabeth)
From the newspaper, Crane weot on to
teaching _En~s~ and J ournalism. at a sm~
Morristown JUnlor college. By h1s second
semcster, he was made dean. The college,
howevcr, had been rapidly losing students
bccause of the war (the women went off
to work in war plants) so as dean he presided over its demise and went to work
teaching Flight Navigation at Wesley!':~
Univeristy, from 1943-1945, where the
dean of the Graduate School suggested
American Studies. In 1949, after receiving h~s Master's degrec in American

Studies ·h'e came. to t~,ach at Bard. Three
years later Yale awarded him his PhD.
During his years at Yale Dr. Crane
says that he "envision.ed t~_c}ching at a
small undergraduate colle&== .'.V'here the
teacher-student refationsh~p was .d ose."
He believes that he has found that quality
at Bard. In an artide written for the Alumni magazine several ycars ago, Crane
characterizes the Bard students of the 50s
. as submissive, those of the sixties as permissive -and those of the 70s as apathetic.
However that may be, he goes on to w
write, Bard students "in the extent of
their academic commitmeots are littl~ rlifferent from their predecessors or
successors." Throughout, the quality of.
the Bard student-teacher relationship has
not changed. Even in the sixties, he recalls
"as a student you couldn't take seriously
the allegati on that say, your French teacher, whom you had. known for three years,
was part of a hugc apparatus endmg
somewhere in the power elit~ and determin ed to trap you for life, and as a ·
faculty member you couln't take seriously
the idea that Joe Smith ... was about to
blow up the Bard compu~er."
·
Dr. Crane feels that Bärd's best acadern
ic qualicies are the" small seminars, rooderation, and the senior project. After having
(cont'd P• 2)
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Friday night .....& the eub is ov~tfl?W
ing students who are lappmg up cheap
beer & music supplied by everyone from
Chariie Prid.e to Iggy to the Nazi youth
cprps. Saturday afternoon ..... and a mare
than adcquate performance of short
pieces by lves, Delius, Handel, Wagner et
al is left virtually unattended by Bardians.
Screenings of provocative and elassie fllms
by direetars ranging from Dreyer to Landau to the Frcnch "new wave" are seen
by a constant handful of devotees, whereas bijö"us like "Pink Flruningo es" , "Night
of the Living Dead"., & "Trash" pack 'em
in every time. Lectures on everything
ranging from the Chartres cathedral to
Lagieal Positivism in economics to Laingian psychology draw relatively small
crowds. Meanwhüe half the campus hangs
on every word of Patti Smith's televised
interview.

No , I'~ :at advlrsc to simple plea.. üres. If more of us stopped taking ourselves seriously, Bard would be more suited for human habitation . And not for a
minute would l suggest that Patti , or any
of the aforementioned films, or any o f our
local rockers are uninteresting or aesthetically barren. Neither would I suggest that
Bard students lack the intellectl!al capacity
to 'fully appreciatc "classical" music, experimental cinema, or ~9th c~nt ury phüosophy._The capacity is there, but scldom
exploited. Thinking, after a point, req uircs
an appreciable effort. It leads to doubt
and insecurity and readjustment. Bigots,
reactionaries, and the trendics who
,
immerse themsclves in prefabricated, fashionable behavior are usually people who
can't cope with the vertigo that accompan·
ies far-reaching thought. They'rc insecure .
to begin with, and they s~ek to combat

their 1nsecurities in a number of wavs.
The most obvious step-ts to--exal.t everything you're already engaged in." A~oid
courses that focus on the great dramatists
and phüosophers and enroll in something
that makes "lnvasion of the Body-Snatchers •• the center of hill:h-minded discourse.
Use your four years here to enforce all
your middle-dass values, and sneer at anything that might lead you into re-evaluation. There are plenty of people here who
know everything about Givenchi or Sire
Records - and nothing about sanata form
or phemomenology. Those are the people
you want to hang out with so that you.
can dominate the cultural scene at Bard.
Your friends will support your dccision
to buy a $50 dollar pair of jeans just for
the lahel. They will help you snub anyonc
who'd dare suggest that such a decision
is ostentatious and superficial, that the

up ·

money__ wou!_c!_ be better sp~p.~ on_~ha.E!ty
.--or something pertaining tcf the arts7 Y Õuf
friends , in short, .will help bring out everythin~ that's trivial and irresponsible
from Wlthin you. And if your conscience
or self-respeet catches up with you, it's
easy to glancc around and deeide that
hell, everybody's like that; no changing
human nature.
There are lots of cults at Bard. There
are folks who respeet rich authority figures like Jerry Garcia, who titter over
drug lyrics, and get off on commercialized
shitkicker music that's been mas~-pro
duced in three-minute slabs. Or ·the seleet
few who've been ushered into Studio 54's
inner sanctum where celebrity and roachine-made music (replete with strings added for sweetening) lie at every turn.Or
those who spend money f9r skin_ny des,
(cont'? P:. 2}-

Indians March

(cont'
'

from pg. 1)
.

· · The anti-Indian legis1atiori. which is ·
now being considered in congtess is comprised of series of hilis , all of wh.ich are
designed to take from the Indians without
reciprocating. HR9054 demands that the
President abroga.te all treaties signed with
Indian tribes since 1908. If it is enacted,
it will hring about a complete and final
TERMJNATION OF INDIANS. Senate
·Bill1437 denies the Indians' 'sovereignty
in aU matters of criminal jurisdiction,
which means that an Indian could be arrested for cleaning a gun in someone
else's prescence and be given a sentence
~ jail f?r seven years. HR 9950, HJRl,
HJR· 206, and HR 9175 all suggest that
the ri~t.s tqhunting and fi.shing, long
the source of food supply for the Indians,
be regulated so that the y will not be able
to have irnmediate aecess and will not be
ahle
proEit commercially from sales of
fish and game. HR 4169 eüminates Maine
titles to lands under treaty; HR. Walsh .
eliminates titles to New York land. treaties; and HR 9951 eliminates all claims to
aborigi.nal ri~ts to use of water. All of
the~~ bills•. it ~pacted, will d"em.olish tb~
ca.padty of Indians to be ~ble to fend for
themselves economically by their own
stand;uds, and leave them abandoned ta
the jobless situation they would face outside Qf their reservations.
The lndians are willing to wOrk on a
co-operative basis ~th the governmerit,
as long as certain problems are dealt with
justly, so that they vvill be 01.ble "to· m~lntain t)leir tribal identity .. "The Jndlan
people will no longer passively, aecept the
past practices of resource development.
We ha.ve experienced the dangers of un-.
controlled minerai exploitation and we
have became aware of the value of our
resources. All Indian people have 'united
as we have before, in a common effort to
proteet our minerai wealth. l3efore resource development can
considered, it
must be responsive to Indian goals and
nee~s, and must provide maximum benefits _to ~~e.In4ian people. I~ 'can~ot.des·
troy our environment nor our· culture."

OPINIONS
& Al~rnaiive

day long!! The cancer would stilfbe ·here
but hell, you can be sure there'd be a lat
of sn;iling faces walking around. Another
solu.twn z:tight
to e~tablish manditory
nudtty. GlVen a httle tune all of us might
become less self-.condous.
Shit _h~gs. ip the air all over this place
-- I know cause I walk through it and can
taste it loud and clear every day I remain
here. I a1so know I'm not alane on this
account either. "Relax and enjoy"??? me think rsk 1 I'd rather hold my nose.

h:
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Indians .

·
Several hundred 'American
front a nun:ber of nations ar~ wal~ng east
·--:-:- to Washmtrton, D.C. -- .frQm t}leir stal.'ting point at Alcatraz· Island in San Fran· ·
cisco. The point of their march, "The Lo11 .
gest Walk", is to energize protest by Indians and Whites aginst a i<?ng list of Native
American grievances, hoth past and. present
Without significant funding and with
o.u t a la~ge or~anization .to assist the partielpan ts m thetr 3,000 mlle demonstration,
The L_ongest Walk reflects the historic dis- .
advantages suffered for the last 400 years "
by the Native Americans of the continent.
It is being held to protest the past a.nd to
draw attention to what partidpants regard
:IS many present-day threats -- chieflyCong'ressional - against the survival oflndian
llfe and culture.
·
Forf::most among them is pending le~
gislatj.on which would terminate the existi.ng treaties between the United States
and the Indian nations. Other current bills '
opposed by the walken; and their supporters indude threats . against Indian schools,
hospitals, clinics, housing, hunting and fishing ri,ghts and Indian lands •. ·
But in the backgr~und lie older and
deeper grievances: Wounded Knee, Sand
Creek and the Trail of Tears - almost legendary genocidal attempts- on the Indian
people.
.
The Longest Walk, which left Alcatraz on February 11 with approxirnately
150 walkers, is expected to arrive in the
pati~:?n's caJ?Jtal som~time in July..: As the
wai1C comes eastward, familiar tribaJ names ·
add their representatives to its ranks -Navajo, Paiutes, Papago and Sioux. Here
in the East, the G.rand Conneil if the Six
Nations of the Iraquois Confederacy has
expressed its support for the Longest Walk
and promised that the chiefs and the people "will meet you at Washington, D.C."
"We offer on the fi.rst sunrise of every new moon a. tobacco offering to the
Creator and all forees an behalf of your
journey until you arrive," the Secretary
and sig~!atory Chiefs have declared.
The natio'nal oHice of the Longest
Walk is:
The Longest Walk
National Office
P.O.Box 409
Davis, California 95616

a

Viewp.oirits

worked on seventy senior projects he says
that their authors are amang his elosest
friends. He says that sincc the tumultuous
sixties, teaching at Bard has become less
interesting: "students at Bard are prone to
taking notes in closs instead of thinking
about what is really being said." One aspect of Bard. academics that hasn't changed, he says jokingly, is the belated way in
which students hand in their term papers.
What wiU Frcd Crane be doing after,
he retires? He has been making the preliminary moves, with the much-appreciatec
help of Dick Wiles, to set up a secondhand bookstare which will sell 19th and
20th century scholarly americana. What is

"THERE ARE NO INNOCENT
BYSTANDERS"
.Mike Griffln

Carlson,

P.S. Dear Arthur
,
As an Itis'h Catholic I was thur-'oughly {sie] appalled (sie] by the sacrilegi.ous [sie J statements that abounded in
your "Sud Way" article. As a Christian,
I continue to pray for your redemption
·
and trust in God's will that you will eventually "see the light" as we say in the
trade.
· Yours in God,
Mike Gri ffin

~~~~~~a~?I~s~c~~~~,F:::::::::;;;::::;;~;::;;:::::::::::~

because he gi.ves me that as-an-americanI
studies-major-yau-should-know look.
Scholarly americ.an.a are books written by
professors' of American History, Sociolagy,
Litera.ture, Ecolagy, Economy, etc. Crane.
intends to prepare a l.i~t of thes'f: b~oks to
be circulated to American community college libpries because they tend «not to
be weil supplied with some of the older
publications". In addition to his book ·
business Crane hopes to be doing some
part-time teaching at a nearby community
college. He says that he just cannot imagine leaving the ceacing field completely.
Any regrets? las~ him. «No regrets."

Th~ Ob""er i~ ~n indepcndent.&tucient
publl<:atlon of the Sud ColltF
community. Letters to the Edltors and
other iflquirfes should be addrassed to
Box 85, Bard ·Colleae, Annan dale-on·
··,,.
l.fudson 1 New. York; 12504. The contents
lf tlte Ob$UVtf- are copyri&ht 1978 by
.lbseryer Inc. uniess otherwi5C su.ted.
The_ opinions hcreln are not neccssarUy
those of B~rd .Colleeo or 'the Editorial
staff.

Editors-in-C:hief: J~e Hurd and Ed'C9lo~
T.:~.~-out Edltotl· RJ~ky Ricardo
Reviews Editor: Shelia Sf!encer
Photo Editor: Mike Ianto$Ca
Buisness
~
Managers: ~>:k~y Lioosens
.:Sric Hoffman
Typists: Gretchen Lang, Sbelia"'Spencer
Staff: Nelson Anthoine, Mike Griffm,
. Erik Kiviat, Ric\r. '(.an9-_au, Gretchen
~an&. I ohn. L:u-~~· B.~!(e~t !-cvers,
Alt:..x McKmWit, Shel~~Spencer.

tloria Vjstica, Karen B. Watson
Thanks to Pamela Giger for her information

on the Indians.

Karen E. Watson

_Obey Consumer Obey (cont' from pg. 1)
Stlv Bator embleni~, an~ ~ co~ege ·w~ere
they can refuse ta as.soctate Wlth theLr
inferiors.
Of course, this self-deelared ellthm is
just what most real punks wanna DESTROY. It is what has fucked over many
of the black musidans who feed you your
reggae, saul, and uh, even disco. :Sut forget that. You and you alone comprehend
the moral and ontological significance of
plastic shades and white bucks. And. that
of such daring and profound statements
as "Life sux." lsn't that witty and kittenish and enlghtened?And aren't you everything a human being might aspire to
be?('(ou are Devo? OK, very chic.)
. So anvhow. now ~b!!t_Bard's hit the
crest of its New Wave, what's-to. b.e .our
marehing anthem? ' 1Blank Generation"?
"Pretty Vaca.nt"? No, I think Ray Davies
.: !1 cultu.re.,hero if there c:.ver was one summed us up pretty well in "Dedicated
Follower of Fashion".
I'tn tempted to say "listen carefully",
and let it drop at that. But smugness and
presuming to tell other people ''just how
wrong they are" can carry one only so
far. Obviously, this tirade characterizes
no-one in particular. And I suppase
.
it's as much self-directed. as anything else.
The biggest game at Bard is pretending to
,~~ve. trjnscend~- ,]I_ th~ other__games,
to be in~~ f.?Pition of l~oking d~wn on·
everyone else's condescension.
Taken individuaUy, ea.ch person here
has as much- and usually mare - going
for him than against hitn. It's when he
(or she) abandons himself to an exclusive
group, vis a vis the overall community,
that pro.blems start to arise. Best to fuck
the fashions, fuck the cultural lopsided.and pay
ness, fuck the
close atten tion to the people whose approach to life comEletelv unakin to
your" own.rvfairitain" your 'tredoubtable
hipness". And remempl'?r kids,

"brattishness"
is

by Kate Philips
Semiology küls,
-John Large

. Beloved Beefburgers,

--

~-----

because that reproach comes from outNot to prolong an issue or launch a
the cllque, it Iieedn't be cosider!7~side
journalistic crusade, ..... but I'd like to sintqe diq~e, it needn't be considered.
side
cerely thank Mike and.everyone else who
Look, basicallv there is no possible affintook the time & effort to respand in one
"ity, no possible grounds fo'r commumcaway o~ another to the article.
tion outside one's very own social circle.
Yeah weil, l'm stUl inclined to think
To say "hi" to an outsider is being vaguesome ·sort of critical (& realistic) self-aply "insincere".
praisal is possible for afiy of us. But who
If we're to be at all honest, we must
knows? ,N'umerous people seem to have
keep to our cliques. ly would be great if
voiced ageement with what was said (they'd made their own observations and 1 each of us could sit down to dinncr with
all the familiar faces, read over these
,
transcended the whole mess) - & then,
letters, and agree that in some way they
haVing take~ care of all that, went on asum up a lot of what's wrong here, a lot
bout their business ripping off the laundry and bookstore. Maybe the artide sim- that goes on with all those other stupid
ply worked as a tool for ~o.E!!_ntar_l r!lfucks on campus. It's true that some of
nonalizatlons. In a sheltered, welf-to-do
us usually wind up together at every meal
environment, people can continue stealing or huddled in the remote stretches of Awith impugnity, whereas a comparatively dolph's, but that's only because we've ·
needy person out on the street ...
heen for,ced Jnt.o a social corner by ~very
Also, moral criticism may fall off like one else s cliqurshness. We've every right
so much "piety" or "being holier tha~
to look down on their condescension
thou". Suggestions of social irresponsibil- with utter disdain. In fact, let's all write
ity fall off like hackneyed political rheletters in to the Öbserver about ho"W fuck
toric. The real issue is one of style. And
ed up the rest of the campus is.
appeals for community or modified egoNOW, THAT'S ALIENATION. And
ism are pretty damn passe.
yes, 1 know of no way to keep yourself
So you're left asking what the alterna- free of it. But the possibility remains.(I
tive might be. Are nihilism and self-defla- mean, even though it represents a point .
tion more feasible than self-criticism? Of of deeine in his uh, stellar career - Peter
course. But how are they related to the
Townsend had something concrete in
. issue, really? (Could it be that self-parody mind when he wrote about a holiday
is the ultimate form of iconoclasm for
camp for dumb, bünded, unhearing pin. this day & age, but it leaves the focal
ball fanatics whg dese_eratelv need to
point unchanged.) Your idea of the mirsrnash some metaphoricalmlrrõr. Look
rors sounds good, but we already have
how that situation turned out ..... Bard bethem in the form of cliques. The people
ing the supposed source of so many other
in one's clique reflect ones behavior &
rock & roll allusions.)
values; by firmly excluding outsiders the
Enough said. "Et du metal vivant sori:
clique provides onlx reminders of oneself. en bleus angelus!"
The clique is every bit as parochial & xe·
Eyeglass·es & Dada,
nopnobic as a small Alabama town seen
John Large
through a Hollywood nightmare. But

pri~:s for Y<?.~ .are going t~ be, b~t I_.d9
hope they are In some wise successful.
We have tried to effect a change in the
program of the Observer; I think in a lot
of ways it has been successful, and I truly
appreciate the support and work of the
peoEle ,:who ahve contributed their talents ~
to this semester's run of issues. I shouldn't
oe this pessimistic, .because a lot of people
I think the biggest challenge there
has been for me working on the Observer have really come through . I would like t<i
thank_ all of our typists for the lon'g hours:
this whole entire year is trying to deeide
th.ey have put in; Herman Herminette for
.ex.u.th- what-to say in this last editorial.
doind a really fine jah ~f cleaning up the
Oo I J~e to expose rriy.Jtngst in entirety,
basic design format; SheHa Spencer for beswear that this newspaper, this illustrious
ing consistently heipful; g.CI~rlnson for
caM_pus, ~ur wonderful administration, or
giving sometimes much-needed advice;
our edenic li~ng situations are cursed, or
George Smith for taking responsibility
blithely report that it has been a good
. with a respectable zeal; Mike Iantosca for
year, rm glad it's over, gee whiz it was
organizing buisness mattees at the beginrough but wasn't it fun, didn't I learn ·
ning of the semester; John Large for writa. lot from frantically subsisting on pure
ing good artides everybody seems to en- ·
nerve and almost losing my grip because
j oy; Bill Moss for sr orts; Gretchen Lang
of the pressure? It certainly has been a
long, strange year; I've seen a lot of things for doine: almost al the typing for this
~~sue; and, last but not least, Ed Colon,
get blown out. of proportian in seconds
flat and then die in roughly the same arn- Lor putting up with a lot of my shit
1nd being so nice about it.
ount of tinle, wondered at the amazing
I hope you all return to Bard reva~iety of fuck-ups that can occur in a
freshed and inspired f:om your summers,
single 'Iay-o!J.t week-end or any gi.ven instance of politkal activity, listened to the and wish everybody good Iuck with these .
fruptration cranking its way through my
last few cxam days and next year.
bowels over the huge , impenetrable web
of apathy I have had to embark tyr:umicArrivederci ba by,
ally against. Would I do it all over again?
Jane Hurd
I really don't know---in the pracess, I hav(
(Betty "Mango"
· Dredd)
been alienated from my own judgements
and personal attitudes. It has bothered
Weil kids, this is the last issue of the
me to no ericftÕ see people get fired up
Observer for the spring of 1978: So stiile
to an inordinate degree over Mssr. Lisker
your grief and consale yourselves with the
and the "injustice"· of his rece~t arrest,
fact that we sh.alJ be back in the fall.
and then not give a damn about the inOn the whofe t it has been an interjustice of murdering whole Indian tribes
esting semester for the paper and next
or nuclear power plants interrupting the
year there wili be a few surprises for those
environment or the t~rorism running
who avidly read the paper and praise it
rampant in Europe today. But what does
for its fine joumalistic qualaties, uh, quala college newspaper have to do with newsi
ities.
.
Wha,t do~s l3ard have tQ do with the real
But
all
kidding
asid~,
I'd
like
to
wo.rld? What claes it matter that >pe are
thank those who have put their time and
isolated, esoteric, pseudo-intellectual, selfconsdous or self-destructive capitalists , if energy into a newspaper that is affectionwe can come
Bard and pretend ~e-exist ately KNOWN as 'The Rag'. Though the
newspaper is far from a shining example
as ariyt!IIng we win·t to be?Have I put all
this effort into this operation only to pre- of journalism that does not depreciate
tend tha.t. Lam arenqa Starr or so me. other their 'efforts.
In closing I wish Jane Hurd good
·, cartoon personality of that calibre?Ah
luck
for
next_year, ;:.~ ~he won't be here
I well, such questions are unanswerable, and
at· lsard. It's been fun working with her
will remain so, I suppose. l wish Ed and
and we all wish her success.
whoever becomes next year's Observer
Everybody have a good sumrner·
task force the best of luck--l can't say l
and we'll s.ee you in the .fall.
__
could adequately imap;ine what his surYours, ·
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May 10, 1978 · the start of Independence
D ay
~onight the Holy City belongs to the
young of all ages. In Israel, the past few
weeks have been colared by an acute
historcal conciousness, an attribute of
the older generations. The Passover story,
the saga of Israel's origins as a nation,
was recounted by parents to their chlldren at the traditi.Onal seder., The HolOc au:st, Israel 's darkest chapter, was commemerated on Yom Ha-Shoah (Mar 3-4 ),
and survivors 1 stories were featured in the
press. At Yad VaShem, the Holocaust
memorial nd museum, a solemn evening
prograr:n was held, including rernarks by
Deputy Prime Minister Yigael Yadin (whc
spoke of the dangers of neo-Nazism) and
Eichmann-trial prosecutor Gideon Hausner, plus a closing prayer by Israeli Chief
Rabbi Shlomo .9:9ren. Six powerful electric beacons (symbolizingthe si.x million)
were d.irected heavenward from nearby
Mount Herzl, their beams merging into
one as th ey passed the st ars .. And du ring
the past few days, published accounts
and television documentaries have focusec
on the founding of the Israeli state y
thirty years ago. Yesterday the his torieal sensibility turned somber once
again, ~ the nation, at sundown, entered a day of collective mourning for the
15, 000 who gave their lives in lsracl's
four wars. Memorial ceremonies were
conducted at military cemeteries throughout the country, and at 11 a.m. air raid
sirens signaled a. two-minute period of
silenee and cessation of activity to honor
the fallen defenders of lsrael.
But at sundown today the nation
shifted gears, and the sadness. ~nd solem;nity lifted. lt i~ lsrael's. ~Ot_h btrthday, a
and in downtown Jerusalem a spectacular
celebration is under way. The young who
are heirs to this trajic and triumphant
past and custodi.ans of an uncertain fu
ture are frolicking in the streets, wh1ch
have been blocked off by the police.
Blue and white banners with Stars of
David and Lion of Juclah insignias undulate in the cooCbreJze. Cafes and restauran:ts which were closed during the day
for Yom Ha-Zikaron (memorial day) have

reopen~d to a brisk business serving the
hungry celebrants of Yom H,a-Atzma'ut,
Independence Day. The catharsis element
of the huge birthday party is manifest
in the playful use of plastic mallets which
emit a sharp squeak upon contact with
someone's head. The air is filled with the
sound of these toy hammers strik.ing cranial bones and shoulders.
ln the main squarrs, this naise and
the accompanying adoleseent giggles are
replaced by pulsating music bfaring from
the loudspeakers above the streets and
by the joyful vaiees of singing dancers.
Single-sex hora cirdes turn to the music.
The boys' cirdes are instantly distinguished by the 'idppot (yarmulkas) of a11 colors which move up and down ;md from
side to side on the energized heads.
It is an exhllerating sight, one that
easily evakes tears of joy if one feels the
miraculgus nature a.nd historieal significance of such an oc~a;i~~,' A dati (rellgiously observant) family passes by- a
young father with one son on his shoulders. another in a stroller, and a third
child clasping the hand of his kerchiefed
wife. I ask myself, will their chlldren
have to fight to guarantee that Yom HaAtzma'ut is celebrated two decades hence
hence? Mingling naturally through the
crowd are scorfs of teenagers in khaki uniforms with machine gUns slung ov~r
their shoulders. Tho:ugh they are a
~ammon sight in [srael they remind the
non-Israeli of th~ ongoing price exacted
by the blessing that is national Ereedom
and sovereignity. And one e reflective
di]tance is achieved on these festivities.
l realize that this enormo].ls mass of'
leisurcly stroilers and joyous dancers offers an ideal target for a would-be terrorist determiried to strike at the body
of Israel and draw blood.
Such thoughts are sobering, but the
gaiety around me and in my heart washes them away. Back at my apartment,!
watch a television special featuring the
conveya.nce of congratulations and good
wishes to the Israeli people from government leaders ~119.. oth~r J ewish cpmmunities all over the world. President Carter's
promise of perpetual American support
for !srael is included. He looks and
sounds sincere, and I want to believe th.at
his affirmations will be translated into a
cont' on pg 6

To the Editor;
As rnentioned in your last issue, theft
at Bard is on the rise. After three years
May' 17
of clothing, money, and a bicycle disapDear Observer,
pearing from my life i should be used to
A year ago, I, along with many other
this, but my latest loss incites me to this
studcnts, signed a petition that called fur public temper tantrum.
·
the hiring ·of minority teachers. In April
Last Sunday (May14 ),i trudged down
13th's Observer I read that we stiil reto the Tewksbury laundry room about
main without such tcachers and may con· 2 :OO to remave my laundry from the
tinue to remain without them. I feel that dryer. Surprise, surprise; someone had
this matter has not been properly and re- beat me to 'it! Another shirt had been
sponsibly undertaken in Ludlow. The u"liberated". Hooray for Bard and the
sual confusion in dealing with student
much celebrated freedom of the individgroup requests is· again exhibited.
ual. What is particularly irritating to me
I also, maybe wrongly, ·got the impres· is that this shirt came out of my not-very
sion that once a full-time Black teacher
large salary; it was not an item on my
was hired, that would be the end of the
father's charge card. Capitalistic and
matter. This of course is only tht;, first
selfish though i might be, i believe this
step; if the attempt to mirror the ethnic- entitles me to wear it. Get the point,
al[ sie ]make-up with that of the faculty
sucker?
is abandonned[sic]after such a hiring
Now if i see you (the thief) wearing
we will be left in a state of crass tokenmy shirt i won't be seared to claim it
ism.
publicly (and leave a few well-placed
Furthermore, it was implied· in the
daw marks ori your face} but i'd rather
artide that somehow, qy hiring only
have my shirt than revenge. As you are
Phd's, quality instruction is guaranteed
doubtless aware, it's an Indian cotton,
As a student, this implication has no
short-sleeve blouse with be~ge and blue
meaning for me whatsoever. We certainly stripes on a white background. So, send
do not need pscuda-srecialists from .
it back to me anonymously, by carrier
bleached-white, straight-laced academia.
pigeon or any other qevice you can think
But we do need better teachers, and if
of, through the mail or at my room. (i'm
we deprive ourselves of a very skilled sec- not going to offer you ransom money
tor of teachers (non-doctorates), we are
for it).
digging Bard's grave.
Helplessly hoping...
In closing, Ludlow's excuses should
g.f. levinsan
not be bought. If they can get Ralph
Ellison and a movie star to pick up honorary doctorates at my graduation they
Dear Editors:
can probably recruit a few "qualified"
minority candidates for the op~n faculty
Congratulations and best wishes to
positions.
all you de.ar friends graduating this year!

Forever yours,
Lance Tait

Dr. Bish

Michael .Fi~nnan
· ..
: '

emil the meat rock student of eternal life

.

blond (/mil appeared out of nowhere
'
without a reasan
In the saturated o/ive oi/
misery of the meat rack;
the cold provincetown f/oor, even in june
was wet and drizz/y
.and sl/my to the touch.
blond emil came from finland, he said
where he was about to be drafted
but they were to/d he was queer, and one day
he belleved It himself and so arose
·
just up and left ·
and came to glitter boy city
out of the fog of new england horbours '
and his cloudy sexuality.
the flrst nlght he sat at the bench in front of
town hall, hea/most cried: the first offer came from a fat ita/ian
(
ba/d/ng and somewhat over forty. he took the white
,
flsh of hand that was offered, though,
and wos /ed to the bockroom
where he got drunk and heavy and ate !ots of nood/es
with the fat itolian who hod afready follen
In Jove with emifs youth onyway.
emil got up in the morning
and looked in the mirror as he tucked his shirt in
the sun dazz/ed his seepy eyelids
and he liked his image there: ·he suddenly !ooked
for t;/1 the world/ike.JJ greek god
so blond and so limber and free. he had no money, so he
stood1 there fowning at himself, and the
fat ita/ian was only too happy to give him
his .ent/re wad of rump/ed american dollars.
so emil went back to the rock after breakfast at the bakery)·
.
portugese fishers
even spoke with him, just /ike his father used to.

~ -~i(

apollo, sun god
prometheus
my deities
east for me my own mi/es, miles
shadows inside a black rock shaft
go/den eyes pierce flrst
breok the vaid and smokeless fires fo/low
·
plunglng
· with a mouth fu/1 of stars which bum my tongue.
pitch wind tears the flames ragged
wings, dragged
sweat crystals of pain
and 'drifting sparks
thfly sing
blurred music echoes, freed from my fa/1.
they die singing.
silenee in my throat
wind-fed burning
tears whipped away heat. b/Jster/aughtng stone.
laughing, .one small fate
ash-rebirth
one bird of fire.
gretchen lang

emil saw the sun, and it was good
forever
he wi/1 eat portugese danishes
and stand whisking the bright blond
roff/ed white co!Jar
of greek dreams and half-awake
eye/lds in sunny mornings after hangovers,
as hesets sall eoch night from the meat rock
to his fisher's salty homes.
jane hurd

,.-
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ihe roomis all cluttered
with books and old journafs
that impress though they se/dom get read. .
The records are stolen;
J take what I want,
so !ets climb on the never-made bed.

YÖ;_,r stomach keeps.gro';.;,iing,· ~- " . . .. . ... . .
your breath shouts· öf whiskey,
though you're scarcely as drunk as you say.
But it's /ate in the evening
and the lles that we tel/
won 't be seen in the light of the day.

·
Sl/ent Nlght...
(Great, Last, un-Kronicled /yrlcs
whe_ezed out in the early AM-after a doy-/ong search & destroy
miss/on for brain eelis- with a
Ray Davies tune incessantly ·
gurgltng through my head.)

·
The lonely lie dreaming ·
screaming
are
neighbors
the
while
and the world lies In famine and war.
But we don 't have to look at
how ugly we are
in the depths of this very dark nighi.

You re covered with rashes,
. fake naj/s and take lashes,
and there 1S spray from your head to your toes.
We con even deny that
y~u're five months along
In the stiil of this very black night.
1

My besi /ines are spoken;
my face ;s out-broken;
my .hands are both clammy and free.
They squeeze and coress you;
they tug and undres$ you
In the stiil of this 1 very dork night.

.

fohn.Large

'·

- ---

--~-

i
. I

a patch
ineeda ·potch
rlpped from my
·
exterior
I Ile uneavered ,
In a seäe t place
exposed
. something Js
naked
to the world
something mus,
~e leaking· out
fear .s~ks oway at me " ,
·as furtive seeretions trfckle out.
.ju/ie Conason

lote night
you are spread across a plllow
thin arm swel/ing
in me/on fuzz of my robe.
democratlc frenzy ·
spins and blurs on the television
·. you crack inane jokes
and tel/ me you
/ove the soft yoke
s/nging skin of me.
th/n frlendshlp. veneer coverlng
tense sexuality.
you kiss me llght/y
without a threot
and say before ynu leave
:- :_

• , r

and say
before you teave turn off the light

;,_

butthereis always the linger
wantlng arms
· to e/ase between us,
in the dark pause
of doorway space
i see your lips part.
jane hurd

.
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The Twelve Pound Look

mis~ing;

all the actors seemeda bit stiff

-·~d "oy.er-serious.

J-~: Barrie's~_be.Tw~lye Pound
Look" was written sixty-frve years ago. ,
'rts1h-eme ii-s6.llwntten iiboüt;-albeit in
a different manner today. (n this play,
Barrie created a sympathetic picture of
a working woman, independent ·and content. In lier rounds as a. typist-for- hire,
Kate accidentally accepts an assignment
· at the. home of her forJQ~ ~1,!sban~ 1 Har. ry Sims, recently nominated for knighthood. The confrontation of the two,
years after their divorce, is the foundation
of the plot. .
The playwright's main message is that·
~ornen are not necessarily happf living
lll the shadow of their successfu and
self-centered husbands. Barrie, writihg
before World War I, told a serious stqry
~bo~t a perrenial problem, punctuating
Lt Wlth laughs and undeelining it with irony.·
Bonn~e Galayda directed a crisp, tight
though rather stilted version of Barrie's
minor classic, over the weekend of April
~O_th: ~uc~ of Barrie's light tnnch was
..'.,.

Bud Ruhe as I:Iarry and
Kristen Bundesen as his wife seemed a
bit uncomfortable in their roles, but.
managed good performances everalL
Claudiil. Sherman as Kate wa.s convincing
and came elosest to intetpreting Batrie
,
accura.telv.
- . 'i>~~h~ps the fact that the subjeet mat- '
tc::r·has hecome more sensitive a~ _th~_ year~.
pav..e_ nas~eq inakes "The. t~ve .l'<;>Üncr
Look" harder to take ligh,tly. in ·1978. Our
sense of humor about feminist issues
seems temporarily to ha.ve disa.ppeared.
It seems to me that the a€tors could have
allowed J.M. Barrie's words to speak for
themselves and let the playwright take
full responsibility for the message. After
all, Barrie's play 'Y~as sympathetic, though
sentimental and. stereotypical.
The rr:welve Pound Look was good entertainment, despite its shortcomings, and
the audience seemed satisfied, if not de·
llighted.

Rosalind
·:Rosa.luid",by J.M.Barrie, !Jtilizes a

~ub--p~ot äiJmifteilly · p~rlõ1necl from

Slukespeare 's As X2u {<ike It. The theme
here uses a more urban retreat than the
·Lh.e Kristen Bi.md~sen..directed version ·
pas.t oral "forest of Arden". For Beatdee of Rosalind was true to Barrie all the .·
Page, our heroine, how-ever, it seems just way. Her choice of actors left little to
as transforming, just as reneWing. It gives be desired and her sense of theme and
lher ä chanee to be herself, or mare corplot were beyond reproach. But this is
·rectly, "her own mother". You see, Benot one of Ba.rrie's best, and trying to get
. atrice is an actress, over forty and s till
a lot out of it strains Rosalind beyond 1
playing the ingenue roles in plays like
.its lirnits. Almost wasted were the talents
~ Xou Like It. In an attempt to ~et
'of the versatile Bud Ruhe, the comedic
away lrorii'it all", sh e lefs her hair dõwn Julie Conason, and the vivacious Michele
and takes off her stage make-up. She
Smith. As for the talents of Ms. Bundesen
tries, in vain, to first convince her friend, this play did not put her to the test.
I;;>ame Quickly 1 ärulthen.lier admirer.
In this case, Ba.rrie's theme is tired
Charles Roche, of the virtues 'of middle
and old-hat. It could weil have heen writage,. wd convinees no-one, induding
ten for a real-life Beatrice Page, as a veherself. For, in a cute switch, Barrie has
hide, and not much more. In short, a
his heroine, faced with one of her young good effort by Gll involved, but one that
admirers, realize that she is, after all,
leaves the audience wondering what was
Beatrice Page, the eternally; _twenty-nine
·
wrong. The answer comes from the._
,yea.r old ,actress, proving ~ the end th~t
"Bard" himself: "the p1ay's the thing".
one must return from"Arden" and face
life as you like it - or not.
Alex McKnight
Alex McKn~ght
"ac
n
ri
•.
z"''t
·
*
e t c_.J.t ~=
.ers. Thus the tocus neacly shifts fro~ the
1ne_intensely policieal nature of both
The Marriage of Figaro
·plays caused them to be violently censored political conflicts of the play to the emo-·
Senior Project Dance Concert
tional. and psychological events which wer~
or banned soon after publication. Their
biting cornment~ries upon the social rnores ,?tesent yet less" central to" the theme~
Pierre-Augusrin Caron de Beaumarchais
The seasan for Senior Project perforwas born in Paris in 1732. His pursuits du- of the French nobility were met wtth in:he ori!Õnal sto_ty.
mances has recently passed, and the May
riltg· ~ost of his life incll.!de~: financiai spe- :lignation .and anger by Louis XVI and
William Driver's presentation of both
6-9 dance concart offered maried fare.
culation, gunrunning, army contracting and Napoleon (who stated that anyone who
.versions of "The Mat?age of ~garo" ?ega':!- O!l ,Tuesday evemp.g, and will contmue · There was a gr~b bflg of styles on view,
. publishing; he also was at one time ot ano- would write such work should be impriso reviewing such a program inevitably en.
soned).
ther a confidenee agent, artisan, courtier,
until next Tuesday. While he has directed
talis subjectivity; interprcting the moderm
·'Tlle ~ariü.ge of Figaro"· was first perH th.e play, assembly of the opera was accom
rnusician, diplomat, merchant, ship-owner.
dance pieces is always a controversial 'task.
plished thcough the ai d of J an et Wheeler
formed on April 27, 1784, three years afas weil as an internationally established
I have tried to incorporate not only my
Hilary Tan n and Arthur. B.urrows. For th~
pamphlet~er. Yet all these careers are uiit . ter its compl~ti.ojl. Despite Louis XVJ's
opinion, but also my knowledge of dance
alternahave
rehearsals
months,
two
past
inrathet,
(or
1781
han on the play in
known or forgotten, while his talents as a
.and" 'mteresdn the perspective_ offere4 by
ted or overlapped, while Mr. 'Driv~r and
. spired by it), Beaumarchais received innupl~ywright are univeesally appreciated.
:"ihe choreographer. For me, th.e evening
Hil works mirror the society"ö(Fiance~ mer~ble requests for private readings.. · the actors involved jn both-haiVes of the
; gained momentum as it w;en~_ along, and
repertoty have been dashing from one to
Dunng the three years which followed, it
pre-Revolution era with amazing clarity
the pieces in the second half.impressed
the other. Since no one involved onrtrav~
was brought before the king's censors a
an<;l wk On the ~urface they are fun and
nie as being more satisfymg and imp()rtant
frivolous, but beneath lies "an ironic aware- t.otal o.~ six times, and rejected or accepted ' the same character in both, separate chathan thÖse preceeding. Considering the leking
the·
when
Only
degrees.
varymg
to
convenof
those
than
deother
values
of
simultaneously
ness
be
to
had
have
raetees
1
vel of progress that the word "Senior"
veloped and seen in relation to the other
tional sodety" * which nonetheless form · gave it unconditional approval did Beauconnotes, I was struck by the quality, and
characters and the situations which ininarchais release it, and it was p~rformed
the backbone of most social intercourse.
even mare, the brevity, of a few of the
vo[ve them.
The most famous of his works are "The immediately at the Theatre Francais. Met
pieces. How will th_ey be evaluated? Would
with overw~elming en~husiasm, the fourBarber of Seville" and its sequel, "The .
Vocal work for the opera has been esit be l~gitimate for an artist to ·paint on a
and-a-half ftour production ran for sixtyMarria,ge of Figaro" (which were almost
pecially intensive. While some of the memone-inch canvas, an actor to recite a few
eight successive performances a~d became
hers have had a great deal of vocal work
immediately translated into operas by
lines, a musician to compese a few notes
Rossini and Mozart). Both are rich come- the most financially successful production
previously, for the most part· tliey are acof music?I am struck by these considera~_s_cppceming tbe nob~lity of France and of th-e century.
tor~ and actresses who have heen striving
tions, but my job is not only to judge. I
first
was
ope.ra
W.A.Mozut's
1786,
In
the psychological relationships between
to ~corporate _the vocal training into a
want to relate what I have see!), and jusheard in Vienna. During its openiPg·perfo·r, full mterpretatlon and communication of
them and the servant dass: :
tify the impact I received. We all do it in
mance, every single number was.e'ncoted.
"The Barber of Seville" tells the story
.
their charact7rs. In this proc.ess, it soon
.
a different way.
and a ruling bad to be made that in all
of Count Almaviva's pursuit of and evenbecomes ohVIous that both must be dcvepieces began
Edrington's
Leigh
of
Two
future performances only arias, not 'contual union with his belove9 Rosine (with
loped thoroughly before the work is ready
the program : "Mists of Suspended Blue"
the invaluab1e lielp of his mwseriant Figa- cert numbers, could be repeated.
for perform.anc,e. y_e.~ the hours spent in
and "Stantl T~ether_'': The key,to tlt~
It is far more dif:ficult to see this verro). "The Marriage of Figaro" portrays
rehearsal have proved highiy successfu4
sion of "The Marriage of Figaro" as a
events which occur a few years later in
and the final effect is extremely enjoyable. • first .wäS suspensiõri, attaining and releasin~
· tautness and balance. There w:~.s a murky,
revolutionary work, especial1y since the
the lives of these characters. The count
Linda Skipper has retumed from NYC
i sin~~u~ ..s_~a!ity . t_?_t_l:~ _pie~~.!.. ~[1.!::1:.~~~~ by
has his Rosine, but his eyes have·begun to librettist, Lorenzo Da Ponte, was ordered
to design and build the seE whic.h will be
• the mttsic, lighting,and bfue costumes. The
wander - and fall upon no less than Figa- by Emperor Joseph to delete the mare
orheavy
The
productions.
both
for
used
second piece began with the da.ncers doing
scandalously revolu.tionary lines. Yet the
ro's betrothed. Plots and counterplots enateness of French architecture and deco~
separate, individual \)lovements, th ey _they
complex development of plot and charac ... ratian has been reproduced, but in a subvalve .out of the conflict, and while the
stood together in a Une and the mood
a.~ti()ri.'is frequently c"önfUsed. ef frantic .. ter remain totally intact, and are set to
dued color· which will not distract the
changed. The piece was characterized by
·(and to~~y hilarious ), the ~motions which. expressive musi~, without exJ~.nsive recita-. viewees_attentic,m from the action of the
shifting tones and rhythms, which blended
tie at the core of it all are deadly serious. · tives. The first two acts are identical in de- productions, as a totally accurate represennaturally but contrasted with the adaptivc;
velopment to those of the play, and many tation would have done.
The flavor of ' 1The Barber of Seville"
~~u~npallll_o_v~~~nt~ of.!h! previ~~
is stiil there - the same characters ret'urn, of the situations and verbal encounters
The opera. will be performed in the epiece~-The choreogn\pher seerns to be exawhich were so dclightful in the B~aumarremaining totally true to form. Yet the
qually ornate dress of the pre-Revolution
rnining the use of the body as an object
·hais text are pre_ci~ely _rer.r_oduced.
~ndertones of di~content ~owa~d ~he priera, thus placing it correctly in time as
both independent in space and as part of
However the trial scene which domivileges of the rullng dass(m this case,that
13eauma.rchais had specified. Velvet, broo~ hein~ t?e S.rs~.to s!eep wi.Jh a.ni !1''"? . 1 nates the third act of the play (and procontheir
and
cade and silk fill the stage
d· · ·
a gr~p._ .. fi.
Karen S a.piro's pieces ha mtngutng
. h!lde Wl~ one s housenold);ue keenly f~lt. vides most of the policieal content which
trast to th~,set St?rves to enhance both .
titles which led me to expect something
. Frgaro Is no; die omy one ~u .v.p:~e_e t{us1 so infuriated the French nobility) is reTo distin!;llish the focuses of the two
more than the simple, basic movement
duced to a brief rec.itative while the
discontent. While nobleman and servant
productions, the play wil1 be done in
she used. "Changes Within Me, Myself and
events of the play's fourth act smoothiy
were ~~lie.d~ .c~f!.Ce_r~, th~y are ~;lOW in:
post-Revolutionary dress; women's dresses
I" used such orclinary locomotive gestures
follow. Replacing the legal confrontation
opp~sltlon, ~J the dtchotomy of needs
ate stra.ight and narrow, rather than
as walking, jogging in place and running te
and mterests IS openly acknowledged and are several arias which serve to reveal and
hooped or rich1y petticoated, and men
show differences in weight and speed.
our conce t of the main ch
expressed~
wear slacks for the first time, having disWhy three dancers, instead of one, were
carded their breeches and 1eotards. The
us~d to exhibit the chan~s one J?_er_s_on
· abandonment of extravagant eostume after
:, allegedly undergoes, is beyond me. 'The
the war was symbolic of the loss of illumovements were so plain and clear:eut
si_op (an4 in that sense, innocence) caused ,
by the revolution and overthrow of the
-~: /~'i.:
:~J,~'y·~i~c:~ -~
ruling dass. The innocence and lighthear. . . . ' . .. _, _..: .
- -E : .
~ic
tedness which prevail in the opera are re• t.i"
/:I ;
·,
•
..... , rt:, l
~ 0
t.::'
~· ..
~.-..
~~ . ,•., ·'J r
-~··,··flected in the dress; the discontent and
-'..' ~ -~~-.;:~u..........r.
,..i
growing resentment foreshadowing the
Revoludon within the play are mirrored
Jetusalem Journal (cont'from pg. 3)
in the more somber G9Stumes, .
The pr~ducrl~ns ~re held nightly, with
consistent policy that will outlast his adH.
Bea.umarchais' play performed on the 23rd.
ministration and persist in the face of
25th,27th and 29th, Mozart's opera on the
growing Saudi petra-power.
24th,26th, 28th and 30th. All begin at
For now the mood in Israel is exuber7:30 in the Great Hall of Preston. T~ere
ant, and long-range problems are eclipsed
is no admission charge,; fqrmal 4res.s 1~--r~.
by the hard earned j oy of the moment.
quested. Botli ·~e a perfect w~y to spend
Hopefully, the cornin~ mo11ths will bring_
an evening, and I hope you will take ad\the peace settlements which ensure that
vantage of the opportunity.
. these annual celebrations are enjoyed· by
all ~you11g lsra~li~ and their p:uents, that 1
Shelia Spencer
the joyful tea.rs flow una.dulterated by
* introduction to the Penguin edition of "The
the t~ars of sorrow and grief.
"'(
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, Barber of Seville" and "The Marriage of Figaro"
: translated by John Wood -page 12
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Punk Rock

•

Re-ex~.mil_).ed

e

.
· h · h
0. ver spnng vacation 1 ad t e opporturuty to revise my generally low opinion
oe f pu nk
• rock. I saw a band I will not
[.•orge.t m a 1o~g time •- Smeg Magoo and
th e F our Skins. They are unmatched 1'n
wit
energycliche.
at a time when punk is
fast and
becoming
In addition to Smeg the hand ·nclud.es
1
Skum Skabies, Rat McMuffin, Lonnl'e
Loin Lunger, and an Unn.a.med member.
They all hall from a small town in the
mid~vest, th~ .~act location of which
Smeg refuscd to tell me in a conversation
we had during half-tirne.
.
"We kne.w we qad something_ when
we piayed «My Mama's A Leper(Ihold
her hands and leave her arms at home) at
a frozen food convention and they all
started picking their noses and throwing
peas at the stage." They made the move
to the Boston area beca.use of their ·
decision to indude live shrimps in their
stage show. They began gigging around
Ca~bridge, playing mostly for fratemity
parttes. It was at one of these parties
that they met their fut.ure producer, a

•

i

•

freshman psychology major at Harvard,
The Hst of people who were asked
who ~oes
the name of Beano Crud.
on stage that ni~t.t was a long one. The
al
·
T eir
um, Brutal
Hearts in Butter,'
19·• understanain g and
Band seem.ed more
IS
· d ue out any wee k now, an d 1'f t he1r
sympathetJc to some people's m"·J·c than
·
show is any indkatian of the excitement , others'. Ronnie Hawkins, Van Morn'son,
.....
on t h e recor d , t h'1s sh ouId b e d ynamite.
Dr. John aU o1ve the impress'1·0 n that 1' t ·
watc h ror
e t h'1S one.
. would be quite'
e- natural that the- Band be
H Qbe:_t Levers
their own.
THE BAND - TH
did'' not
sit
E LAST WAL1Z
h li' Others
''C
·
b' söwe11. dTom
d Mit·
(Warner Bros. 3 WS-3146)
e .e s
oyote
kind flS ha hIt straine
ue to
a nervous
o r yt m not present in
At last we have the record that was
the original version, and Paul Butterfield's
promised us of the farewell concert of
part on "Mystery Train" is not inspired
Band. What mak.es this record special
or partkularly essential. Muddy Waters
lS not any incredible versions of old maappears doing a version of his "Mannish
terial or even that so many peoplewho
BÖy" which seeb to deny the exc.itement
have influenced the dcvelopment of pQpof his more recent albums with ]Qhnny
ular music over the past fifteen yea·rs apWinter ---it seems very heavy handed.
pear with the Band on many of the cuts.
Eric Clapton does a rousting version of
It isa sense, which seemed to dominate
"Further On Up the 'Road" in which he
'the' concert, of urgency - that the Band
trades solos with Robbie -Robertson The.
would never again play live and eertainly
beginning does not promise .much, but
never with these people.
·
Clapton warms up to the challenge of the
Those· who gathered for the occasion
.. ba~kup. Not expiained is theinclusion of
were not there to assist in the death of
~eil Diamond's "Dry Your Eyes;', whlch
the Band as a road show, but rather to
1s not or:l~ very ,predictab!e, but in a difthe sixteen years of touring
ferent spmt from most of the other tunes

bl

~he

cel~brate

}RecOids .~· I
Dylan has practi.cally
a whole
Sl'de
·
·
o f the t h ree record set devoted to his per·
formance
of m' to·the
which,
thankfully
have
not
been done
1·•
ground.
T- he p'oss
ble exception of this 1's "I Sh 11 Be Reau
leased", but it serves to put a focus on
the whole concert since everyone joins
the Band onstage to sing the choruses.
Dylan manages to avoid the abrasiveness
l;.hat characterized other recent live tecordings of him.
The new songs ·on the album are
good and in the Band traditon with
Emmy Lou Hanisjoining in on-a rather
country: "Evangeline" . The whole;. last
side is dedicated to the "Last Waltz. SÜite"
~hich indudes .these new tunes, a gospelmfluenced verston of "The Weight" that
the Staple Singers contribute to, and the
theme song from the movie. ·This is probably one
the more
deit is practically all new material.
This album fulfills- e:x.pecta.tions unlike many things these days. I have a feeling we will be hearing it on many tUrntables for awhile, along with future Band
~studia albums.

son~

des,
----~---~~---------~th~a~t~ili;e~-~B~a~n~d~h;a~d~b~e~h:i~n~d~t~h:~=·~~--~-o~n~t~h=e~~:b:u:m~.-~----~~~-~-~~~of~comysooninteresti~g-si
~gili~es~~d~c
that i fotind the~ obvious and pred.ictable. tions and frenetic shaking movements of
the legs. In all fairness, the rest of the auThe. concept might have been aided by
dience found the e_iece ~~re_ engrossing
mus1c, h?w~ver uncom~~cated, and by
than I did, anda few people-I spoke to
less restri:ctive movettlent patterns. Th~
gave me enthusiasti.c comments on it. Lasecond plece, "Awakening .and Fe~lin
ter in the progrant I was able to enjoy ·
Somethin1 g N ew " • was
· gent 1··e, carefreegand
Theresa's characteristic precision and enermost of all, childlike. The choreographe r
gy.
perform~d it~ a solo1 and what she lack ed
There was an eastern influence to <•om clarity. ofline she made up for in the
ver Image After", choreographe d by Franpleasure tn the act of movement which
ces McKaig. The music sounded Indian or
she communicate d. Her wit was apprcciMiddle-Eastern, and several recognizab1e
atcd
the .audience, especially when sh e
yoga postt1res were used. Dancers NeU
broke 1nt~ hopping and skipping motions.
Smoke and yaula llyinsky were striking
As she twuled. around in her long white · ·
as they performed undcr a soft light in
. dress at the condusion, I was reminded
their white tights and leotard~. Their üthe
of th?se spinning dolls in jewelry boxes.
~odies ~sed together smoothly to make
• Clio Pavlantos' piece, "Quick Among
1rutovat1ve sculpture. Each transi.tion of
Ho.Uows the Sound of Wings';," can be demovement was accomplished i.n a seeming
schb~d a~ mysterious. and other-worldly .
ly effortless way, and the piece f.low-ed
T. ~hghtmg and mqs1c were eerie and rewith clarity ar1:d cohesion. L~ter, Frances · ·
. mmded me, of a science· fiction mn vi~. The
performed. a solo entitled "Divad" to the
dancers represented extraordinary birds
tolling ofbel!s. Since the p1ece was about
and th~ ~ock moved together and ex-'
· pl?red mdependentl y. My interest vias sus- · an eyeblink long, I will not take the space
to remark. up on it.
tamed through the concentration and
rn contrast to several of the more subsense ?f tfucovery the dancers exhibited.
dued pieces wbich dominated·. the first
Later m the program Clio choreographe d
~alf o~ ~he p;ogram, Albert Reid's "Aftertv:ro sh~rt pieces to poetry. "Gloucester
unage . illu?U!J.~ed. t~e stage with joy and
T1mJor was performed at the same time
~tuberance. Wtth Infectious music, bright
~ "Ro.lim Comenzare", the latter by Neil
Smoke. The pieces seemed disjointed from whl ts and costumes, 6.ve female dancers
the words, and was over soon after I fo- · w rled, leapcd and generally cavorted
c.used my attention on it. "Het Feet", the fredy abo~t the stage. It struck me as an
· der t 1lat d ance can
, . . ' a rell!I}l
tltle of the following pie·ce and poem writ· ode·"· to spnng
pulsate with life. Given
brisk tempo
ten and read by Aren Stone, was more
&ucce,sslul in establishing a conneedon be- an:d somewh"t dif.ticult movements, certaJ.n tec?nical deficiencies surfaced. But
tween words and gestures. Regrettably,
a mare rmportant result was achieved: the
the volume on the reading of the poem
dancers. seemed to enjoy performing, and
was so low that I had to strain to hear
for .mett was an event to see smiles on
the words. This unfortunate problem
t~etr
face~ ...
w~~e Ieft at intermissi on
s~ould have been corrected by performance
wtth aspr:-teliness.m' our hearts and souls.
time .
Albert s second piece, "The Beast W'1th
On first !vfeWing; I was disa.ppointed
Two Backs", had its share of interestin
with Theresa'Mud d's piece because it
seemed too introverted for my taste. The moments ..Eseecially clev~~ to. me was &e
s~nse, at the beginning and end of the
second time around l found it slightly
·
ptece, ~at the dancers were arranging pamare absorbing, and was able to apprcses, bemg photographed , and rearranging ..
ciate a few subde movements I formerly
themselves again. Four d:mcers became
missed. Perhaps knowing Theresa's fine
two couples, and each couple roaintained
technique I expected more outright dana great dea.l of physical contact. The ·
cing than I received. She seemed to be
forms that molded together were reminiworking basically with breath, letting a
stre~l of movements flow naturally from . scent of the mark of the Pilobolus Dance
inhalations and exhalation. With a few va- Co., a troupe in which touching is an inriations in rhythm, most of the piece was tegral part of the irnages created.
Emily Rubin offered. 'two pieces, the
perfott~ed at a slow and thoughtful temfust
of which used paintings by Robert
po. There was a lot of walking and the
Levers as a set. With the colorful backchoreograp_hc_!"_seemed insea"'rch of somedrop I wondered why the costumes chathing, yet the focus never becaine clea.r
sen were so dark. "Veneti:m · Landscape"
to me. The influence of the Cunningham
had
a relaxed fee1 to it, due partly to the
.styl: was evident in her crouched posibass accor~lPaniment by Michael Gold. Tl].e
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R~bert Levers .

1978 GRAOUATtON c·EREMONY
Hordes of we!l-wishers in Bergd~rf
Good.man three-ptece sports ensembles
Niko.ns dieking at every turn, burley '
syndicate loan-sh~rks looming over the
shoulders of full tuition parents ..• thus
another. hot and sunny Bard commencem_ent ~ c~me to pass. The program
wiU begm Wlth the presentation of honor~egree~ to a .diverse list 'of recipiex\ts:
Ch1ang Ha1 Shek, Dee Dee Ramone, Fred
. & E~hel Mertz, and Idi Amin Dada. Im~ediately after this brief interlude, PresIdent Botstein wiii deliver a customary
ad~ress. which will be followed by the
maJ.n disc~urse ~ssued by our guest speaker, whose tdentity, as yet remains in
que~tion. The list of possible candidate~
fias mcluded President Carter VP Mondale, Daniel tvfoynihan:~w.e~t ·G.e rmany ·~
former Chancellor, ... uh, Amy Cartet,
. . .. Ha:old Stass en, et ~· When these· ":
lumut~~s had to regretfully decline, ';}
new list mclU:ding Nahokow, Groucho' Marx, ~d Richard Dailey was run down,
along Wlth numcrous od1er possibilities.
~t present1 Jeremy and other representa.tlves are combing the hamlets and dales
of t?e great midwest in a talent search
for mterested speakers. At the comple- .
tion .of this event, another address will
be gtven by a Bard administrato r and
rumor has it that Richard Griffiths will
be announcing a change in the summer
camp program · ;one that will indude
the installation of new shower facilities
new.handicra fts such as lampshad~- ·
'
m~king, and sporty & distinctive tan
umforms for camp cciuncilors. Finally.
~e actual ~warding of hard-earned
dirlamas will co~e about ... recipients
~ dash down the aisle upon hearing
theu names called -. ("] ohv. Doe of
Hibbing, ~n:, come ~n down!") while
throngs of mvzted admtrers rise to their
feet & cheer. ~eartily. We wish all graduates an exctttng & rela:x.ing summer.
And a solemn & joyous '78 commencement.
·
by J oh~ Large

arr:

- .

.

. ting betore, w~at cney .did in hea, out ~
never knew they ate the male sperm.
"I didn't know the nitty gritty of the
thing until January 1977... A 1ocal police
sergeant gave a presentation in our church
basement with slides and all about child
"When I was a child, you dldn 't even ·
pornogxaphy and it shocked the whole con·
ment;on the word homosexual, much les!:
gregation.
fi.nd ~._it wh'at
ac·t WaS about.:.it WclS
"Homosexual s would have us helieve
too filthv to thin.k about. .
· they're born that way, because they're in
-· What- ~äii'th-ey ·d.o as two meh in bed or total darkness and they've never been
told
two women in .bed?.. It•s too gory, too raw an,r di.fferent. But if they're a legi.tirnatt:_ .
for most people to comprehend ... I had read rmnonty group, then so are nail biters, diabout thi~ phenomenon (oral sex), but was eters, fat people, short people and murnot s\lre 1t was true. I had seen it in wriderers. Who \Vill be the next in Üne to ask
FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO WERE UNFORTUNATE ENOUGH TO MISS KEN
KELLEY'S INTERV1EW WITH ANITA
BRYANT (Playboy, May 1978), HERE
ARE SOME OF THE HlGliLIGHTS :

title was _poenc but led me to wonder
what relation it had to the piece, uniess Ttreferred to the title of the art works. A
friend n;-entioned that frequently titles for
dance pteces seem to bc chasen arbitrarily..
That seems to be the case hete. The se- .
con d pjecel "As for Example ·the EUipse
of ~e Half-Moon", was performed to the
reading of a Wallace Stevens poem. I\ story was told and the movement fitted the
words. ~he dancers had vi.gor, a.lthough
the r.ea~mg of the poem did not.
Vttality was certainly not laeking in
"Catd1 Me as 1 Stumble", choreographe.d.
and danced by Lyndy Rieman and Trevor
Vasey. This piece was my favorite in the
progr:un bec!luse it affected me in an
oddly moving way. The relationships explore.d by ~he dancers were universal ones:
n;teetmg, d1sc?vering, playing games: fightmg.and ma.lcin~ up, and ultimately, dekttng. '!'hro~~ their e~pressive dancing
~ performers rnanaged to involve th,e
audtence as they shared their needs and
desires. Th~ tape mix in~luded such diverse elements as sound effects, Ri.ck Wakeman, and a h~larious Waltz of the Flowers
·~omplete .with. the properlyrica ftreatment:
mserted nght 1n the middle. I was caught
up with the Eiece· beca.use the dancers demonstrated ·t hät they wanted to appeal
prec.iSely to th e audience.
In a. slightly less forthright way. "Crystal'\ choreographe d and danced by Lyndy
Rieman, Johanna Haigood, and Th ere sa
Mudd, also captured my concern. The
piece was a brilliant blend of opposites:
h~rmc.my versus chaos, gentleness versus
·~scqrd., hope versus despair. These eluSlve variables were protrayed before us a
as forees st~d.ing alane, or occurring at
once as contrasts to each other. The emotional i.mpact of the piece stayed with me
eve_n ~f~er. th~,lights v,.:ent down. The
sound effects, which ran the gamut from'
harp m~sic to shattering glass, to the whir
of a? a1rp~ane motor, served to heighten
the mtenSlty the danc.ers provi}ied. I suspect that the danctrS, in turn, were fed by
the irnages the sounds evoked.
. The fi.nal contributj.on to the program
was "Everything Merges with the Night",
choreographe d by Paula Ilyinsky. Th ere ·
were a variety of feelings and tempo chan·
ges in the piece, and the feeling of the
music and movement was somehow futuristic. Bach tr:msition brought a. changing
mood, until the dancers finally blended
into the night. So did we.

for speciäl prlvlle.ges?
"I don't drink a homosexual is homo~exual until he conunits the act. I don't
think that if you have fautasies or dreains
. or whatever it counts. Well ... one or two
•.ets don 't make you a practicing, fullf1edged hom~exuai... Ye~. I did say the
~ex act constltutes ... Look, what I'm saying
~ that people experiment - they may do
It a coupie of times, but that doesn't mean
the[. are._practicing .homo~exuals for life.·
. . The homosexual act is just the beginmng of depravity. It leads to ... sado-masochism ... It just beco.!E:es so _pe,..rerted and
you get into alcohol and drugs anrl

a

it;s so

.rotten)&at many q,omoiexu
•committing swcide:
"-r:hroughäut the. Bfule, -m~n are ciierr~ 1 •
t9 as trees. Even the homosexuals know · '
this. Why do you think the homos~xuals
are called fruits? It's because they eat the
f'2!'bidden . ff1!i.t of t.he .t.ree of life!•
. W~n ~11 ";ne~down about ·some of the
mconslStenctes tn her reasoning, she 6.nall
e~ploded. "I don't know! What do I kn~
know? We'il know those answers when we
get to heaven, all right? And you can ask
God youtself."
Athday without Anita is llke a da..v . with~
out e Bard crud.....
.·
.
· . . . A.L.Fuchs ·

1

.SPORTS

BARD LANDS: THE AIR

TENNIS
I

You missed it. Starti.ng in midApril the Bard Tennis Team, coached by
Mr. Charles Patrick, moved towards
tlieir 7-2· record. Mter winning. their
f:lrst meet, the team went on to upset
, Skidmore 7-2. Singles victories were
pulledin my Nelson Anthoine, Lloyd
Nichols, John Sypek, and Gregg Andrews
at numbers 1,2,3, and S. All the doubles
teams won. Nelson withstood four match
poiitts against hiin and won 2-6, 7-6, 6~0.
Gregg surprised everyone, 6-0, 6-0. Wi~h
spirits high the te am th en faced V assar's
B te<Ull, and showed them that theirA
team was called for if they wanted to
win. With a .3-0 victory the team then
faced their toughest rival, Oreonta
State University, and last decisively.
.
The following weekend Bpd h Mt"~
the N~C tournameQ.t. Six colleges en-tered two singles players and one doubles
team. In the singles Nelson went to ~he
finals, and Eladia Abrieu to the semifinals. Wassar's no. 1, Big Cliff, stopped
them there.
0~ April 30 SUNY New Paltz sent
the team to a disappointing loss. In the
remaining matches the team defeated
Dutchess Communitl College twice, Ulster. Community Col ege, and Columbia_

\

Greene. Season's hanars go to John Sypek
with an 8-1 singles and 8-0 doubles record. Nelson and Eladia followed him up
with 7-2 and. ~-3 singles records respectively.
Returning from last year's team were
E!adio, Lloyd, John, and Nelson (Dan
J osephs also play ed a few match es). The
boistering ~dditions to th_i~ year's team
.
were Gregg Andrews and Ken Adler, who
. made a ftne doubles team. Roger Rosenthal and Steve Okinowski brought up the
rear and are to be watched out for next
year along with Eladia and Ken. The
rest of the team will not be returning.
Hopefully there will be mare new players
n~xt year to send this team's winning
streak to three years. Maybe even some
of you athletes here now can take advantage of the fine coaching offered by
Mr. Charüe Patrick and be a part of next
year's Bard Tennis Team. And maybe
some of you could even lend some support to a team that has had perpetually
fewer than a dozen fans on hand.

by Nelson Anthoine
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In this section I will discuss. briefly, the climat"e an~rweather'Nat -Bard. Two generalizations can be made: th ere
are moderate~y cold winters and warm
humid summ~rs; and the weather is
quite variable from day to day or over
periods of a few days. Th_~se. gener~
characteristics reflect culminacion of
continental ~nd coastal influences meeting in the river valley. In general, air
masses (anC\' thus, the weather) in New
York move from west to east, crossing
the Catskills and the Hudson Valley. As
the skies change, this direction of mo:vemen7 is frequently indic~ted b] a progresstan of clouds or dear~ng from west
to east, as weather fronts cross our area
As the swirling eddies of air called ·
"high s" and "lows" e ross the valley, iocal conditions tend to alternate· between
northerly winds and fair weather, ·and
southerly winds with cloudy, smoggy,
or rainy weather. In winter the prevailing (most frequent) winds at Bard are
northerly (actually northwest) , and in
summer the winds tend to come from the
south or southwest. The northerly winds
are associated with cooler, drier conti.nental air, and the southerly winds with
warmer, moister maritime air. These
conditions can change rapidly, even in
an hour, as boaters on1 the Hudson weil
, know.
Temperature is probably the element
of climate we most identify with, but it .
is difficult to interpret temperature statis, tics. Spring and fall, the school seasons,
can be thought of as gradual but jerky
temperature transitions between the very
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low temperatures of January (mean minimum nighttime temperature -10.8 e or
12.5 F), and the very fllgh temperatures .
qf J~y (m~an ~~igl_t!~ daytirne temp~
erature 28.0 e or 82.5 F)~ Of course-; ' '
lndividual high and low tcmperatures
fluctuate considerahly around th~se averages. The average date of last frost in
spring is ·3 •May, and of first frost in fall
is 5 Octoke!-:_, _for an average rowing seaso n of 155 days (extremes o 116 and
180 day~). When tlie .tempei-äture reaches
about 65 F and the!sun is out, Mäin Cam·
pus becomes "hippie hill".
Annual precipitation a.verages 40 inches (rain and rain equivalent of snow),
· with 50 inches. of snow per year. Rare. ly is the snow blanket over a foot deep.
Precipitation is rather evenly distributed
by months, varying from about 2.9 to
4.1 inches per month. There is plenty of
water for plant and animallife most of
the time, no~thsta~~ng fire-prone dry
periods in earty sprmg and so'rnetiines"
late summer. A protracted drought. ·
occured 1964-66, and the gr~~test f1oods
in the summers of 1955 and 197s: -rn.
recent years. In spring and fall, heavy fog~
frequently _form at night along the.. river,
and afternoon thunderstorms are common
in summer. Summer tempcrature inversions bring· hot, humid days with accumulating air pollutian over the rivcr. The
river is at least pkrtly frozen about December to February. Th ere w~re s everai
very mild winters in the early 1970s · but
the winter of 1976-77 was unusuall; se~
lvere.
·
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Rhinebeck . Wine &

·MARCEL

Liquor ·Store
Home of~ty Rhine~.Brands
LARGEST 'SELECTION OF
DOMESTlC ANb IMPORTEO WINES.1
IN NORTHERN DUTCHESS

AOOLPH'cS

41 · ~astMarket St., Rhinebeck

, cottie lfl .t~nd rry 0111 fQmotn. ••
PIZZA

· .

DINNERS
ANTIPASTO

OUR ·owN. !C.~ q~EAM

.

.

.

.

TAKE ·our ORDERS .
GRINDERS
-

'

I

Fd{Jd, ~erv/ct

GREEK SA LAO

·Al-L FLAVORS.
. ·
BEER &. WINE
fR.EE:DE li VERY
By Rafnl(it/qn only .
Rt. 44
·Rt. 22
Rt.9G
Ord.er Before 9 pm for
Rhinebeck Pleuant Vallev Duver Plalns
Deliveries ~fJer lO pm.
635·3777.
877·3662
876--3131
· -·

Mlnlmum S (}('({.~

Open 7 DIVI ~ 11 A.ll. ~· MlfMIIM

r

tim~;..

· Sunday ·1

Wedn~day

Thursda~

- Saturd~y

I Tin 12:30
1 Till . 2:30

